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what is lifehub?

How is the Life Hub making an impact on

kids and teens served in the Clubs?

Lifehub is a unique opportunity for students to explore learning modules of
a wide variety of topics and subjects and of their choosing. Students have

the opportunity to learn more about a subject, event, or career that
interests them, or to take a chance on discovering something that they

previously had no connection with. They are rewarded for their explorations
by earning cash at the modules successful completion which is credited

monthly to a visa debit card. The cash loaded onto the card can be used at
any retail establishment and can be saved from month to month giving

students insight into budgeting money for larger purchases!

Club Members working through the program show a
sense of pride in their accomplishments. It bridges the
gap between working for a grade, and what that grade
will be worth financially when they cross the finish line
that is graduation. Each module indicates the reading
level and difficulty of the information. This allows
students at all levels of accomplishment the ability to
be successful, and improve reading and listening skills.

Why is it important for kids and teens

to be financially literate?

The value of money is a difficult concept to master.
There is a radical difference between having things
provided for you and you providing for yourself.
Understanding what the purchasing value of money is
an essential skill, and one that is truly learned when
you start on the journey of earning. Understanding the
value of how far something like $50 can go, helps a
student to understand what needs to be done to
achieve larger financial goals and needs like rent,
transportation, utilities, and food.

How many youths have benefitted from LifeHub?

55 club members have

participated and earned

a total of $1,700

What differences have you noticed with

youths engaging in LifeHub?

Students who engage in Lifehub seem to connect their
earnings with their level of intelligence. They earned
what they earned through their academic abilities
rather than through manual labor, and that has given
them a sense of pride and ownership..
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